As of October 31, 2017

2017 Boao Youth Forum for Asia (Hong Kong)
The Future of Globalization and Free Trade—Role of the Youth

Hall 1A, Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center

Nov. 1 (Wednesday)

19:00 - 21:00 Welcome Dinner (By Invitation)
(Chancellor Room, 4/F, HKCEC)

Guests:
- Carrie LAM CHENG Yuet-ngor, Chief Executive of HKSAR
- Shaukat AZIZ, Former Prime Minister of Pakistan
- Feng XIE, Commissioner of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of China in the HKSAR
- Dong CHEN, Deputy director of Liaison Office of the Central People’s Government in the HKSAR
- Wenzhong ZHOU, Secretary General, Boao Forum for Asia
- Yibing QIAN, Director General of the Department of Exchange and Cooperation of the Hong Kong and Macao Affairs Office of the State Council
- Jiyi LI, Deputy Director General of the Youth Department, Liaison Office of the Central People’s Government in the HKSAR
- Jamie SZE, Vice Chairman of All-China Youth Federation
- Zibo HOU, Vice Chairman and General Manager of Beijing Enterprises Group Company Limited; Chairman and CEO of Beijing Enterprises Holdings Limited
- Yintong HU, Deputy General Manager of Beijing Enterprises Group Company Limited
- Diana, CHEN Ningning, Chairman of Preparatory Committee of the Boao Youth Forum for Asia (Hong Kong)
- Albert CHUANG, Advisor of the Preparatory Committee of the 2017 Boao Youth Forum for Asia (Hong Kong); Chairman, The Y. Elites Association
- All Session Hosts & Panelists
Nov. 2 (Thursday)

08:30 - 09:30  
**Registration**  
(Hall 1A, HKCEC)

09:30 – 12:05  
**Opening ceremony & plenum**  
(Hall 1A, HKCEC)

Session Host:  **Shu YANG**, News Anchor of Phoenix TV

**Opening speeches:**
- **Wenzhong ZHOU**, Secretary General, Boao Forum for Asia
- **Albert CHUANG**, Advisor of the Preparatory Committee of the 2017 Boao Youth Forum for Asia (Hong Kong); Chairman, The Y. Elites Association

**Keynote speech**  
(Hall 1A, HKCEC)

**Keynote Speeches:**
- **Zhimin WANG**, Director of the Liaison Office of the Central People’s Government in the HKSAR
- **C Y LEUNG**, Vice Chairman of the National Committee of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference
- **Shaukat AZIZ**, Former Prime Minister of Pakistan

**Acknowledgement Speeches**  
(Hall 1A, HKCEC)

- **Zibo HOU**, Vice Chairman and General Manager of Beijing Enterprises Group Company Limited; Chairman and CEO of Beijing Enterprises Holdings Limited
- **Diana, CHEN Ningning**, Chairman of Preparatory Committee of the Boao Youth Forum for Asia (Hong Kong)

12:05 - 14:00  
**Luncheon (By Invitation)**  
(Room 206-208, HKCEC)
Nov. 2 (Thursday)

14:00-15:00  
**Session 1**  
Economy: New world trade rules in the new economy—the role of the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau Greater Bay  
(Hall 1A, HKCEC)

The global market is fast changing and has become more fragmented in the e-commerce generation with features include high varieties, minimal orders, fast delivery, low volume of storage and fast response. Together with the development of digital currencies and smart contracts supported by block chain technology, there is high demand for quality world trade rules (WTR). Taking the Belt and Road Initiatives as a starting point, how can we proceed and explore different Free Trade Zones in China or the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau Bay (Greater Bay) as the pilot zones for the new WTR? As the window of China to the global stage, what are the roles to be played by the Greater Bay area under the new world trade rules and order?

Topics to be addressed:
- What elements should be included in new world trade rules in this new economy age? What institutions should play a dominant role in rule making?
- Will the Greater Bay Area be an ideal place for piloting new trade rules? Why? What are the factors that make it an ideal pilot of new trade rules? (such as three kinds of customs, currencies and legal systems)
- As the world’s only bay area that possesses complete value chains, what role can it play in reshaping new world trade rules? What role can it play in facilitating Chinese companies going global?

**Session Host**
- WITMAN HUNG, Principal Liaison Officer for Hong Kong, Shenzhen Qianhai Authority

**Panelists**
- K C CHAN, Adjunct Professor & Senior Advisor to the Dean at HKUST Business School
- ROBERT KOEPP, Director of The Economist Corporate Network
- JIM LAI, Vice President of Tencent
- TIM LEE, Founder and CEO of QFPay
- PENGFEI NI, Director of Center for City and Competitiveness of Chinese Academy of Social Science (CASS)
- DANNY QUAH, Vice Dean (Academic Affairs) of Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National University of Singapore
Nov. 2 (Thursday)

15:00 - 16:15  
**Session 2**  
Youth: Challenges of AI and automation to education and vocational training and its effect to youth’s career and academics pursuit  
(Hall 1A, HKCEC)

Artificial intelligence and automation have been developing rapidly nowadays. With features of deep learning and self-learning abilities, as well as operation with lengthy period, robots are not tied by labour unions, emotional swings and unlike human, robots has no labour social security protection liability obligation. In order to minimize operation cost, there have been increasing number of major corporations which to replace manpower by robotic automation. Which type of jobs can be kept “alive” in future? Irrefutably, robotics is directly challenging the development of education and the choice of career. What kind of knowledge and skillsets should be acquired by our next generations in order to stay competitive and ensured that they are not being replaced? How should our future education design to respond to the growing use of robotics, and to help us cultivate competitive young talent in the age of robotics? It is time for us to explore and rethink.

Topics to be addressed:
- What kinds of jobs are more likely to be automated by AI? What kinds of jobs will survive and be created?
- What should we do when humans are increasingly replaced by machines? Do you think it is reasonable to tax robots? What solutions can we provide for low-skilled workers?
- How can the youth improve their skills to protect themselves against automation?
- What can education do to improve future talent competitiveness in the AI age?

**Session Host**
- Vanessa GAO, CEO and founding partner of The Jiangmen

**Panelists**
- Roy CHUNG, Honorary President, Federation of Hong Kong Industries
- Yun LUO, Partner and CIO of Extreme Vision
- Matt SCOTT, Co-founder and CTO of Malong Technologies, Co. Ltd.
- Naiyan WANG, Principal Scientist of Beijing TuSimple Future Technology Co., Ltd.
- Fan YANG, CEO of IQIANJIN.COM
- Lu ZHANG, The Founding and Managing Partner of Fusion Fund
- Ares ZHOU, Chairman of Shanghai Hefu Holding (Group) Company Limited
Nov. 2 (Thursday)

16:15 - 17:15  
**Session 3**  
*Cultural and Humanistic Exchange: Globalization vs Anti-Globalization – Reflections on Globalization 4.0*  
(Hall 1A, HKCEC)

In Globalization 4.0, it should be an inclusive, multilateral development and sharing era. How to create blessedness fill culture through sharing and collaboration? How to ride on sports, arts and culture to connect people in the global village? It requires the joint effort and contribution of all related stakeholders. We need more positive energy in order to move forward future development.

Topics to be addressed:
- Why protectionism and localism are spreading among different regions? Can protectionism and localism solve the problem of global income inequality, the widening of the poverty gap or lacking promotion opportunities of the low-skilled workers? How can we eliminate disagreement and promote the corporation in the global village?
- How can the sharing economy business models achieve the goal of social innovation as well as to promote the “win-win” benefits and collaboration of different social strata?
- How can cultural, sports or artistic exchange facilitate the connection of people in the age of globalization 4.0 and to cultivate a blessedness culture and atmosphere with the cultural, sports and arts exchange?
- As a member of the global village, how can we participate in the multidirectional and sustainable development?

**Session Host**
- **Clarence LEUNG**, Emeritus Chairman of The Y.Eliters Association

**Panelists**
- **Hins CHEUNG**, Hong Kong singer, songwriter and record producer
- **Mathis HELLER**, DeTaol Master of Automotive & Industrial Design
- **Liang-kai HSUEH**, Founder of Project Works Group Inc.
- **Yesha SIVAN**, Executive Director of The Coller Institute of Venture at Tel Aviv University faculty of management
- **Xin YU**, The Co-Founder of ofo
- **Xu ZHAO**, Executive Director of Poly International Auction Co. Ltd.

17:15 - 17:30  
**Closing Ceremony**  
(Hall 1A, HKCEC)

**Acknowledgement Speech:**
- **Ellen TSANG**, The Convenor of Preparatory Committee of the 2017 Boao Youth Forum for Asia